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By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

As a year starts winding down, people
generally look to the new year with optimism
and vigour – resolutions are made and ideas
are born. For us, the countdown to the New
Year signifies something just as noteworthy.
Much like the eager youth awake in the
middle of the night before Christmas, we
too anxiously await our birthday next year
marking SAU’s first quarter century.

Popular premiums for
popular people

For us, this is a time of both reflection and
resolve. I look forward to celebrating our
brokers, policyholders, staff, risk carriers,
reinsurers and suppliers without whom we
would never have reached this milestone.
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Watch our YouTube video with Risk Africa
in the lead up to our 25th anniversary
in 2017: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1Rgh_LgNrv0&feature=youtu.be
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Let the countdown begin!
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see our already competitive rates rebel against expectation.
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May our resolutions stand firm.
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trangest New Year’s Traditions
from around the World
http://list25.com/25-strangest-new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world/

When it comes to celebrating the New Year it seems that everyone has their own peculiar way
of doing things. Some people throw bread, others burn scarecrows, and still others fist fight for
good luck. These are the 25 strangest New Year’s traditions from around the world.
25 Denmark

18 Switzerland

9 Chile

In Denmark they save all of their unused dishes
and plates until the 31st of December when
they affectionately shatter them against the
doors of all their friends and family.

In Switzerland they celebrate the New Year by
dropping ice cream on the floor.

In Chile families spend the night in the
company of their deceased loved ones by
sleeping at the cemetery.

24 Ecuador
In Ecuador they celebrate the New Year by
burning paper filled scarecrows at midnight.
They also burn photographs from the last year.
All in the name of good fortune.

23 Spain
In Spain, if you can manage to stuff 12 grapes
in your mouth at midnight you’ve achieved good
luck for the next year.

22 Philippines

17 Romania
In Romania they throw their spare coins into the
river to get good luck.

16 Puerto Rico
In some parts of Puerto Rico they throw pails
of water out of their windows to drive away
evil spirits.

15 Belgium
In Belgium they take their livestock seriously.
At least seriously enough that the farmers wish
their cows a happy new year!

8 Romania
Just like in Belgium, Romanian farmers try
to communicate with their cows. If they
succeed, however, then it means bad luck for
the year.

7 Ireland
In Ireland they hit the walls with bread to get
rid of evil spirits.

6 Hillbrow, South Africa
In some parts of South Africa they throw
furniture out of the window.

In the Philippines it’s all about the cash. They
believe that everything should be round so as to
represent coins and bring wealth. Round food,
round clothes, as long as it’s round.

14 Bolivia
In Bolivia coins are baked into sweets and
whoever finds the coins has good luck for the
next year.

5 Siberia

21 South America

13 France

4 Finland

In some South American countries wearing
colored underwear will determine your fate
for the new year. Red underwear means
you’ll find love. Gold means wealth, and white
signifies peace.

The french like to keep things simple and
delicious. Every new year they consume a stack
of pancakes.

In Finland people predict the coming year by
casting molten tin into a bucket of water and
interpreting the resulting shape.

12 Colombia

3 Panama

In Colombia they carry their suitcases around
with them all day in hopes of having a travel
filled year.

In Panama effigies of everyone and anyone
famous are burned as a way to start the new
year off with good luck.

11 Denmark

2 Scotland

In Denmark people climb on top of chairs
and literally “jump” into the New Year to bring
good luck.

In Scotland the first person to cross the
threshold of a home in the new year should
carry a gift for good luck.

10 Thailand

1 Estonia

Besides throwing buckets of water on
each other in Thailand they also go around
smearing each other with gray talc.

In Estonia people eat seven times on new
years day to ensure abundance in the
new year.

20 Japan
In Japan they ring all of their bells 108 times
in alignment with the Buddhist belief that this
brings cleanness. It’s also considered good
to be smiling going into the New Year as it
supposedly brings good luck.

19 Peru
Every year at the end of December people in
this small Peruvian village fist fight to settle
their differences. They then start the year off on
a clean slate.

Just as you might expect, in Siberia they jump
into frozen lakes carrying tree trunks.
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Obey the rules of the road and carry
your driver’s license with you.
Plan the route to your holiday
destination and allow yourself enough
time to reach the destination
Make sure that your vehicle is in a
roadworthy condition before departure.
All lights and indicators, windscreens,
windscreen wipers, brakes, steering,
shock absorbers, exhaust system and
tyres should be carefully examined
for faults.
Do not overload.
Try to avoid driving after dark if
possible.
Have a good rest before you embark
on your journey
Take safety breaks every 2 hours or
200km. Rest, have an energy drink
and continue once well rested.
Do not drink and drive
Try to recognise potentially dangerous
drivers on and pedestrians alongside
the road and keep well clear of them
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Be visible – drive with your lights on
Headlights should be dipped well
before an approaching vehicle is
within the range of the main beam.
Always wear your seat belt and see
that everyone in the car is wearing
theirs.
Drive defensively
Stay within the speed limit at all times
Only overtake when it is absolutely
safe to do so
Maintain at least a 2-second following
distance - this distance should be
increased at night, in foggy or rainy
conditions and when the road is wet.
Expect others to not be as obedient to
the law as yourself
Avoid distractions on the road such
as texting, conversations on cellular
phones etc
Be courteous towards fellow road
users - keep your temper and resist
the temptation to retaliate
Know your emergency numbers.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS TO SAVE:
SAU Roadside:

0800 002 883

Police Flying Squad:

10111

(Phone before an emergency to find out your local
area number for a more direct line)

Ambulance:

10177

Crime Stop:

08600 10111

Cellphone Emergency:

112

(MTN, Vodacom and Cell C)

ER24:

084 124

Netcare:

082 911

Poison Hotline:

0861 555 777

Fire:

10177

https://www.arrivealive.co.za/Road-Safety-Tipsfor-the-Festive-Season-from-ArriveAlivecoza
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Have you heard about
the new restaurant
called Karma?
There’s no menu; you
get what you deserve.

